
NYLON 
PLUGS

For metal containers When packaging fl ammable 
liquids, safety becomes your 
main concern – and ours.
Tri-Sure® Nylon Plugs is the 
choice for offering strong, 
reliable protection for your 
product while providing 
pressure relief during a fi re 
incident.



www.tri-sure.com

For more information, samples or a quotation, please contact your Tri-Sure® More Than Closures worldwide Sales and Support center. 
Tri-Sure®, Tab-Seal®, 4s®, UNI-GRIP®, ULTRA-BOND®, Poly-Vent®, Plastirob® are registered trademarks.

Nylon Plugs

How does it protect?
Tri-Sure® produces a range of fusible 
plastic closures for use with steel 
drums. The plugs are designed to melt 
and relieve the container pressure 
in a fi re incident. Designed without 
compromising the structural integrity, 
they are available with various washers 
to meet specifi c properties.

Ensuring maximum security
Manufactured from a highly resistant 
modifi ed Nylon blend, the plugs 
are certifi ed Factory Mutual for the 
National Fire Code NFPA-30. Also our 
Polypropylene and Polyethylene plugs 
are FM certifi ed and therefore carry the 
<FM> logo. The plugs meet DOT/UN 
Performance Standards Groups I II III 
with EPDM, Black Nitrile (BUNA) and 
irradiated PE gaskets.

Design
The plugs are designed with an ISO 
thread to meet global standards and 
can be used with Tri-Sure® standard/
pre-set torque plug wrenches. Long 
pilots guard against cross threading 
and aids insertion on automatic 
lines. For tamper evidence the plastic 
Tab-Seal® only must be used with the 
Nylon Plug to ensure maximum safety.

Truly Global
Combined with Tri-Sure® More Than 
Closures’ global network of sales and 
service centers, technical support and 
tooling, the Tri-Sure® closure system 
really is the fi rst choice for customers 
who demand the highest quality, 
especially those dealing with 
hazardous or expensive contents.

Advantages
✓ FM Approved.
✓ ISO thread specifi ed.
✓ Tamper evident when used with 
    Plastic Tab-Seal® caps.
✓ High level of securing due to 
  availability of black nitrile, EPDM 
  and PE gaskets.
✓ Relieves over-pressure (mushroom 
  vent option).
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